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Abstract
Constrained genericity is an extension of parametric polymorphism, that allows type parame-
ters in polymorphic procedures to be constrained to have certain operations de/ned over them.
It is realized in the Ada and Haskell programming languages, as exempli/ed by type classes in
Haskell. Type classes only allow a single global scope for instances of type classes. This article
introduces a type system and a semantics that allows both dynamic and static scoping of such
operations to be mixed in a program. Applications include overcoming scoping problems with
constrained genericity, enabling program optimizations, and programming with dynamic data
structures. Type classes with “open” scope obey the usual semantics for Haskell type classes,
based on call-site “type dictionaries”. Type classes with “closed” scope use run-time type de-
scriptions to dispatch to instances. The type system to support this combines operator kinds,
re/nement kinds and singleton kinds. The system is extended to allow overlapping specialized
instance types, in order to support specialized representations for data structures (for example,
arrays of integers, arrays of 6oats and arrays of boxed values). This extension requires the
combination of both type dictionaries and run-time type information for type class dispatching.
c© 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
1.1. Constrained parametric polymorphism
Parametric polymorphism, also known as genericity, has been found to be very
useful in typed programming languages, ensuring the de/nition of reusable library
abstractions that can be used in a safe, reliable and secure manner. Parametric poly-
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morphism has been used successfully in languages such as Ada, EiBel, ML and Haskell
[21, 22, 28, 29, 19] and there are now several proposals for adding it to Java [5, 11].
Parametrically polymorphic types are represented formally using type quanti/ers. For
example the type of an operation for appending two lists can be de/ned as
∀: List() → List() → List()
Constrained polymorphic types enrich these types with constraints on the type param-
eters. For example, bounded type quanti7cation [10] has been proposed for object-
oriented languages with parametric polymorphism. With this approach, and using Java
interfaces, the type of an operation for merging two sorted lists is given by
interface Leq { boolean leq (Object other); }
∀6Leq .List() → List() → List()
This type requires that the elements of the list be objects, all providing the interface
Leq that provides a comparison operation.
This example is actually problematic for object-oriented languages. The problem is
that the leq method must downcast the other argument to the expected type. Although
more precise static typing is possible using self types, and using match bounds instead
of subtype bounds [9], there is not uniform acceptance of this approach to binary
methods [7].
An alternative approach in Java is to de/ne the leq operation as a static method
or global function, that takes two arguments and performs the comparison. The merge
operation would then be de/ned over any instantiation of the type parameter for which
the leq operation is de/ned. This latter form of bounded type quanti/cation is possible
in Ada and Haskell. This approach does not require that type variables range only over
object types, and allows type variables to be constrained to types for which certain
operations are de/ned. This approach is realized by constrained genericity in Ada and
type classes in Haskell. Since operations are identi/ed by name, this approach relies
on some form of overloading in the language. For example a comparison operation
might be declared in Haskell by de/ning
class Leq  where (6) ::  →  → Bool
instance Leq Integer where (6) = ...
instance Leq  ⇒ Leq (List ) where x:xs6y:ys = x6y & xs6ys
This de/nes a class Leq for the polymorphic comparison operation on data structures.
Two instances for Leq are de/ned, one for integers and the other for lists; the latter
instance depends on an instance being de/ned for the element type of the list. The
polymorphic merge function relies on polymorphic comparison, and so has type
merge :: ∀: Leq  ⇒ List() → List() → List()
The type for the merge function re6ects a constraint on its type parameter imposed
by the Leq class. In any use of the merge operation, the type variable  must be
instantiated to a type that has an implementation of comparison de/ned for it.
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Type classes are based on an open world assumption about the use of overloaded
operations. In the type of merge above, the Leq  constraint in its type re6ects that
merge can be applied to any type for which an instance of equality is de/ned. This
includes types for which instances are de/ned after the de/nition of merge itself.
Operationally this is realized by passing an implementation of equality as an implicit
extra parameter at every call site for the merge function.
An alternative semantics to the aforesaid closure-passing semantics for type classes
has been suggested [36, 18, 13]. This semantics is based on instantiating type variables
at run time with type descriptors, and using dynamic type dispatch to dispatch instances
of overloaded operations based on the type descriptors. A de/ciency of these proposals
is that they either require a whole-program analysis to determine all of the instances
that are de/ned for an operation [36], or they assume a /xed set of built-in instances
[18, 13].
Duggan [15] provides a type system for dynamic type dispatch, based on the use of
re7nement kinds. With this approach, a polymorphic procedure can use dynamic type
dispatch to branch based on the instantiation of a type parameter. The type parameter
is constrained by a re/nement kind, a characterization of the (possibly in/nite) set
of types to which that type parameter could be instantiated. In terms of types, the
diBerence between the approaches is that the Haskell approach leaves the set of pos-
sible instantiations of type parameters open to extension (with the addition of further
instances). In contrast, the approach of re/nement kinds closes up the set of possible
instantiations: the re/nement kind for a type parameter completely characterizes the
types to which that type parameter can be bound.
In this paper we consider a type system that combines the “open world” assumption
of Haskell type classes and the “closed world” assumption of re/nement kinds. Open
kinds constrain type variables by sets of overloaded operations, and instantiations of
these type variables are required to have these operations de/ned over them. Closed
kinds constrain type variables by (possibly in/nite) sets of types, and instantiations
of these type variables must satisfy the associated set containment constraints. Both
open and closed kinds denote recursively de/ned sets of types; the major diBerence
between them is that open kinds allow the /xed point of this recursive de/nition to be
incrementally extended. There are several motivations for considering this combination.
1.2. Scoping for constrained genericity
First, there are scoping problems associated with the open world assumption of
Haskell type classes. As pointed out by Wadler and Blott [38], it is not possible to
de/ne locally overloaded operations in Haskell. In the following example where +
has instances for integers and 6oats, there is no most general type for f due to local
overloading
class Plus  where (+) :: → → 
instance Plus Integer where ...
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instance Plus Float where ...
f x = let { instance Plus String where (+) = ... } in x + x
With this declaration, f has the incomparable types
f : String → String
f : ∀:(Plus )⇒ → 
as the second type is not applicable to strings. Because of this problem, all instance
declarations in Haskell are required to be at the top-level. There is an analogous prob-
lem with combining type classes with a module system where some module contents
may be “hidden”. For its module system, Haskell uses the “global instance property”
which requires all instances for a given class to be visible in all scopes where that class
is used. This is incompatible with the scoping associated with ML modules, for exam-
ple [29]. Haskell type classes assume a single 6at global namespace for the de/nition
of overloaded instances.
It is possible that the programmer intention in the above example would be to choose
the second possible typing for f. The motivation for this choice would be to allow f
to be used in a context where additional instances of + are de/ned. Another possibility
is that the programmer intends f to capture the current instances of + in its closure,
so it is applicable to integers, 6oats or strings. Haskell type classes do not allow this
latter type to be described. The /rst type for f above only allows it to be applied to
strings. With re/nement kinds, f can be given the type
f : ∀ : (Integer ∪ Float ∪ String):→ 
The re/nement kind constraining the type parameter  restricts the instantiations of
this parameter to Integer, Float or String. This closed kind captures all of the
instances available for + in the body of f where it is used.
We require that all polymorphic de/nitions be explicitly typed, whenever they contain
local instance de/nitions in their bodies. Then the programmer can explicitly specify
a polymorphic type for f with either an open or closed kind for its type parameter.
The open kind type essentially provides dynamic scoping of overloaded operations,
while the closed kind type provides static scoping. This is in contrast with the sit-
uation in Haskell where all instances are available globally. We do not attempt to
combine both static and dynamic scoping for the same operation, because of the obvi-
ous ambiguity problems. For example, if f had a type that re6ected all of the currently
available instances, and also allowed it to make use of subsequently de/ned instances,
there would be an obvious problem if f was applied in a context where another version
of + for strings was available.
1.3. Enabling optimizations
As a second motivation for the combination of open and closed kinds, there is a
common problem with optimizing compilers for both object-oriented languages and
for languages with constrained genericity. The problem is with identifying the possible
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procedures that are executed at a point in a problem where dynamic dispatching is used.
Some optimizing compilers for object-oriented languages perform static class analysis
to identify all subclasses of a given class, and replace dynamic method invocation with
a typecase that dispatches to method implementations. By identifying the possible
method implementations, this transformation opens up several optimizations based on
inlining method code. Benchmarks demonstrate that static class analysis is the most
useful optimization performed by the Vortex compiler for object-oriented languages
[14], for example.
A similar strategy can be pursued for optimizing type classes. However for both type
classes and object-oriented method dispatch, this strategy suBers from the expense of
having to perform static class analysis on the program as a whole. For either the use
of an overloaded operation in Haskell, or a method invocation in an object-oriented
language, it is not possible to know all possible instances that might be invoked at that
use site, without examining the entire program. Object-oriented languages incorporate
a notion of 7nal classes, that cannot be inherited from. However /nal classes only
allow inlining a method dispatch where there is only a single method that can be
invoked at that point. What would be more useful is a way for describing a /nite set
of methods that might be invoked at that point, allowing the method dispatch to be
replaced with a typecase. Re/nement kinds provide a way of characterizing all of the
instance implementations that are available for an operation at a point in the program.
1.4. Dynamic typing for distributed programming
A third motivation for considering the combination of open and closed kinds, is
the use of the latter in dynamic typing for distributed programming in polymorphic
languages. Dynamics have been suggested as a mechanism for adding type-safe mar-
shalling primitives to a language [2]. This comprises a type dynamic, an operation
for bunding a type tag with a value of that type in a value of type dynamic, and a
typecase construct for accessing the value bundled in a dynamic in a type-safe way.
Leroy and Mauny [27] and Abadi et al. [1] have considered an extension of dynamics
to languages with parametric polymorphism, for example,
fun print (x : dynamic) = typecase x of
int(ival) ⇒ output (intToString (ival))
| string(str) ⇒ output (str)
| (× )(x,y) ⇒ ... print (dynamic (, x)) ...
where output is an operation for printing a string. There is a very serious problem
with this approach: the only way to recurse over the elements of the list is to rebundle
each element as a dynamic, so that the typecase can be reapplied on the recursive
call. There are several diIculties with this approach, as discussed in [15].
An alternative approach is possible for computing with dynamics that allows pickled
data structures such as lists and trees to be unbundled once and then traversed. The
central component of this approach is dynamic type dispatch. For the above example,
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we intuitively de/ne an operation print that takes two parameters, a type and a value
of that type, and recurses over the type descriptor extracted from a dynamic. Such a
recursive function can be de/ned in terms of the instances for a Haskell type class
class Print  where print ::  → ()
instance Print Integer where print = ...
instance Print String where print = ...
instance (Print , Print ) ⇒ Print (,)
where print (x,y) = ... print x ...
Computing with dynamics then consists of building a polymorphic function that ex-
amines the structure of its type argument and dispatches to a particular instance of
print based on this descriptor. Recursive invocations of print bind to the original
dispatching function. So this function recurses over its type argument, the type of the
data structure, rather than recursing over the data structure itself. The witness type and
value are extracted from the dynamic, and the polymorphic dispatching function is then
applied to the type and value. The unbundling of a pickled list is done once, at the
point where the print function is applied, rather than repeatedly on each recursive call
to print. Re/nement kinds play a crucial roˆle in type-checking the unbundling of a
dynamic. Type classes provide a natural mechanism for de/ning functions that recurse
over type descriptors, motivating the combination of open kinds for type classes and
closed kinds for dynamic type dispatch.
1.5. Specialized instances and singleton kinds
Haskell instances are not allowed to overlap; two instances for the same operation
cannot be de/ned over the same type. In practice it is sometimes useful to allow a
default instance for a polymorphic data structure, with overlapping instances for speci/c
instances of that type. Consider as an example a generic implementation of arrays in
polymorphic languages. Specialized array implementations may be de/ned for arrays
of integers, arrays of bytes and arrays of 6oats (integers, bytes and 6oats are unboxed
types, with varying storage sizes). Each of these array implementations may de/ne its
own instance of array indexing, for example,
class Sub   where sub ::  → Integer → 
instance Sub  (Array ) where sub xs idx = ...
instance Sub Integer (Array Integer) where ...
instance Sub Byte (Array Byte) where ...
instance Sub Float (Array Float) where ...
This de/nes instances of sub with the following types:
sub :: ∀: (Array )→ Integer→ 
sub :: (Array Integer)→ Integer→ Integer
sub :: (Array Byte)→ Integer→ Byte
sub :: (Array Float)→ Integer→ Float
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Here the intention is that the /rst instance for the Sub class be the generic instance
for arrays. This instance is only de/ned for arrays where the element type is neither
Integer nor Byte nor Float. This example also demonstrates the need for one further
element of the type system, parameterized type classes [12]. With this extension, both
open kinds and closed kinds can be parameterized by type variables. In the example
above, in the class declaration for Sub, an instance type for sub is indexed by  and
parameterized by . This amounts to the addition of singleton kinds to open and closed
kinds [34]. Singleton kinds are simply types that constrain the instantiations of type
variables, and are normally used to expose representation types in module interfaces.
In this type system, singleton kinds arise from the instantiations of type parameters in
open and closed kinds.
Suppose we de/ne a function which uses an implementation of arrays, say:
g (x :: Array ) = sub x 0
Then this de/nition of g can be given the type:
g :: ∀1: ∀2: (Sub 1 (Array 2))⇒ (Array 2)→ 1
The problem with this is its inherent ambiguity; in the translation of programs that
removes overloading during compilation, the translation of this function cannot be
determined, since there are four possible instances to choose from that match the use
of array indexing. There is a problem here with coherence [6]: coherence for implicitly
typed languages is veri/ed by demonstrating that a canonical translation can be obtained
from a principal type derivation, with all other translations obtained by specializing this
canonical translation [23]. However, for the function with either of the above types,
the semantics for the function specialized to type
(Sub Integer (Array Integer))⇒ (Array Integer)→ Integer
bears no relation to its semantics for the canonical translation. This problem is ex-
acerbated by the fact that context resolution in Haskell requires class constraints to
be resolved against the available instances, until the remaining class constraints only
involve type parameters. By resolving the above class constraint, the type of g can be
simpli/ed to
g :: ∀1: ∀2 : 1: (Array 2)→ 1
g :: ∀1: (Array 1)→ 1
The second type arises from the /rst type because 2 is constrained by the singleton
kind 1, so that 2 can be instantiated to 1. Now the type of g no longer even re6ects
the use of array subscripting in the function de/nition. In the semantics of dispatching
overloaded operations presented in this paper, a call-site typecase is used to determine
if a specialized instance should be chosen over the generic instance.
This issue of specialized representations of generic data structures has received much
recent attention in the compiler community [18, 4], although only at the level of the
internal details of the compiler. Our approach provides a mechanism for reifying this
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functionality to the level of the programmer, an obvious but open issue in the work
on compiler optimization.
1.6. Overview of the paper
Section 2 provides an overview of our approach. Section 3 summarizes the formal
type system, giving the static semantics for an implicitly typed language with over-
loading that we call OML. Section 4 provides the static and dynamic semantics of
an “internal” language XMLTyp. Overloading is replaced in XMLTyp by a typerec
construct that is used to dispatch to an operation based on explicit type arguments.
Section 5 gives a translation from OML into XMLTyp, thereby giving a translation
semantics for OML. Section 6 gives a description of how our framework can be used
to de/ne specialized representations. Section 7 considers related work, while Section 8
provides our conclusions. Appendix A provides a semantics for kinds. Appendix B
considers type inference for OML. Appendix C provides the type system for XMLTyp.
2. An external language: OML
2.1. Overview of kinded constrained genericity
In this section we informally introduce our kinded type system for constrained gener-
icity. We use an expository mini-language which can be considered as a kernel language
for ML and Haskell. We name this language OML. The syntax for types and kinds in
OML is given by
e ∈ Programs ::= x | a | x:e | (e1 e2) | fix f(x)⇒ e |
let x = e1 in e2 | let x : 
 = e1 in e2 |
instance spec a :  = e1 in e2 |
instance a : 
 = e1 in e2
 ∈ Monotypes ::=  | (1 → 2) | t(n)

 ∈ Polytypes ::=  | ∀ : :

 ∈ Kinds ::=  | !
! ∈ Open Kinds ::=  | ⊥ |  | t(!n) | !1 ∪ !2 | !1 ∩ !2 | K{a(O)}
 ∈ Closed kinds ::=  | ⊥ |  | t(n) | 1 ∪ 2 | 1 ∩ 2 |  | :
We use the following notation in this paper. We use a vector notation to represent
sequences of terms, so for example t(n) represents the term t(1; : : : ; n). The syn-
tactic class of terms (denoted by e) includes two namespaces of program variables,
non-overloaded variables x and overloaded variables a. The construct x:e denotes a
procedure of one argument and body e, while (e1 e2) denotes the application of
a procedure. The construct fix f(x) ⇒ e denotes a /xed point operator, for de/ning
a recursive function f. The let constructs introduce new local de/nitions; the second
let construct provides an explicit type annotation for the type of the let-de/nition
e1, and is required when the let-de/nition contains local instance de/nitions.
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The construct instance a : 
= e1 in e2 is a form of recursive let for de/ning
a recursive overload instance for a. The intention is that the overloaded symbol a be
augmented with the instance e1 in the context of the expressions e1 and e2. The con-
struct instance spec a : 1 = e1 in e2 is used to describe specialized monomorphic
instances of a, as elaborated upon further in Section 2.2.
For reasons explained in the previous section, well-formed programs must satisfy the
following restriction:
e ::= x | a | x:e | (e1 e2) | fixf(x)⇒ e |
let x=M in e | let x : 
 = e1 in e2 |
instance a : 
 = e1 in e2
M ::= x | a | x:M | (M1 M2) | fix f(x)⇒ M |
let x = M1 in M2 | let x : 
 = M1 in M2
This syntactic restriction ensures that if any let-de/nition contains local instance def-
initions, then that let-de/nition must have an explicit type annotation.
The class of monomorphic types or monotypes includes type variables  and com-
pound type expressions t(1; : : : ; n) resulting from applying an n-ary type constructor
t to n type expressions 1; : : : ; n. Here t ranges over an initial set of type constructors,
each with an associated arity, with the arity-checking left implicit in this presentation.
The class of polymorphic types or polytypes is obtained by universally quantifying
over monotypes; unlike the usual case for polymorphic type systems, the universal
type quanti/er includes a kind constraint on the type variable being quanti/ed over.
A kind ! intuitively denotes a set of monotypes. Each type constructor t has an
associated kind constructor t of the same arity. The semantics of kind expressions
formed from such a kind constructor is given by
K<t(1; : : : ; n)= = {t(1; : : : ; n) | 1 ∈K<1=; : : : ; n ∈K<n=}
where the meaning function for kinds K<= is de/ned in Section 3.1. Kinds form a
lattice of sets of types, with ⊥ and  as the bottom and top of the lattice, respectively,
with union given by the join operator unionsq, and with intersection given by the meet oper-
ator . These kinds are used to constrain the possible instantiations of type variables.
For example, a function which is only de/ned for integers, reals and strings can be
given the type ∀ : Int∪ Float∪ String:.
While kinds have an obvious interpretation as sets of monotypes, the construct K{a}
is particular to constrained genericity. Intuitively K{a} is the domain kind of the over-
loaded variable a, in the sense that a has type ∀ : K{a}: for some type template .
The kind expression K{a} denotes the types of the available instance types for a, and
is de/ned by a (possibly recursive) inequality in a separate context of containment con-
straints for domain kinds. Since additional overloadings may change this kind, K{a}
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is always interpreted relative to a particular kinding context. A kinding context is a set
of inequalities of the form K{a} ⊇ !. For example, assuming equality 6 is de/ned
for integers and 6oats, the full type of 6 is de/ned by
K{6} ⊇ Integer ∪ Float
(6) : ∀ : {6}:→ → Bool
If merge is de/ned in an environment containing this type for inequality, then merge
is given the type
merge : ∀ : K{6}: List()→ List()→ List()
The type of merge is given with respect to a kinding context that de/nes the open
kind (i.e., the set of possible instances) for 6. Consider now if an instance is de/ned
for inequality for lists. After this de/nition, the syntactic types for 6 and merge are
unchanged; however the de/nition of the domain kind for 6 has now been extended
to
K{6} ⊇ Integer ∪ Float ∪ List(K{6})
This kind re6ects the fact that inequality is now de/ned for lists, provided inequality
is also de/ned for the element type of the list. Note that the containment constraint for
the domain kind for 6 is now recursive. Rather than containing the set of two types
{Int, Float}, the domain kind for 6 now contains the in/nite set {Integer, Float,
List(Integer), List(Float), List(List(Integer)),. . . }. It is almost correct to
think of this recursive inequality as denoting a /xed point. The major diBerence is that
this /xed point is left open to future extensions of the domain kind for 6 by new
overload instance de/nitions. Thus the equality theory in Section 3 does not include
a rule for unrolling this /xed point (which would actually be semantically unsound
in this incremental system). Throughout all of this process of de/ning new instances
for comparison, the syntactic type of merge remains unchanged. However the fact that
merge refers to the domain kind of 6 indirectly through the K{6} construct allows
merge to rebind incrementally to this domain kind as it is extended. Thus after the
above de/nitions for 6, merge is now applicable to say a list of integers.
K{a1; : : : ; an} is an abbreviation for the intersection of the domain kinds for the
corresponding variables a1; : : : ; an:
K{a1; : : : ; am} = K{a1} ∩ · · · ∩K{am}:
Closed kinds replace the K{a} construct with kind variables  and /xed point expres-
sions :. Together these constructs allow direct recursive reference within a kind
to itself. Closed kinds represent “closed” /xed points, as opposed to the “open” /xed
points of open kinds which may be incrementally extended. For example the equality
theory for closed kinds includes a rule for unfolding a kind. Furthermore these /xed
points are unique, as given by a contraction rule in that equality theory.
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Our system of open kinds contains some inessential simpli/cations of Haskell type
classes. We assume that the template types for the overloaded operations are provided
in the global environment; a construct for declaring these template types could be
easily added, without contributing anything to the exposition. We only allow a single
overloaded operation in each class. If we identify the name of a class with the name
of the single operation in that class, then Haskell types can be represented using open
kinds. For example, the Haskell type
∀:(+(); ∗())⇒ → 
can be represented by the OML kinded type
∀ : K{+; ∗}:→ :
All of these simpli/cations can be fairly easily removed, at the expense of some
additional verbosity in the exposition.
Some reformulations of the Haskell type system add a form of open kinds to the type
rules for type classes [12, 31]. Discharging of class contexts in polymorphic types adds
open kind constraints on type variable bindings in the type environment. The novelty
in the current work is the combination of open kinds with closed kinds, including
parameterized kinds as introduced in Section 2.2, and an operational semantics that
combines passing type dictionaries and passing type descriptions at run-time.
Parameterized open kinds, of the form K{a(O)}, represent parameterized type classes.
For example, given
class Hash  where hash ::  → Integer
class Leq  where 6 ::  →  → Bool
class Get 1 2  where get ::  → 1 → 2
instance Hash 1 ⇒ Get 1 2 (HashTable 1 2) where ...
instance Leq 1 ⇒ Get 1 2 (SplayTree 1 2) where ...
Then the get operation has type
get : ∀1:∀2:∀ : K{get(1; 2)}:→ 1→ 2
and domain kind
K{get(1; 2)} ⊇ HashTable(1 ∩K{hash}; 2) ∪
SplayTree(1 ∩K{6}; 2).
This domain kind corresponds to two instance types
get : ∀1 : K{hash}:∀2 : : HashTable(1; 2)→ 1→ 2
get : ∀1 : K{6}:∀2 : : SplayTree(1; 2)→ 1→ 2
If the get operation is instantiated with type (HashTable 1 2)→ ′1→ ′2, then 1
is constrained by the open kind ′1 ∩K{hash} while 2 is constrained by the singleton
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kind ′2. The latter constraint requires that 2 = 
′
2, while the former constraint requires
that 1 = ′1 and 1 ∈K{hash}.
As explained in the previous section, closed kinds provide static scoping for overload
instances, whereas open kinds only provide dynamic scoping. For example, given
K{+} ⊇ Integer ∪ String ∪ List(K{+})
double : ∀ : K{+}: → 
Then double is de/ned for all types for which + is de/ned at the call-site for double.
If we wish to close up the domain kind of double to the types for which + is currently
de/ned, this can be done using closed kinds
double : ∀ : (:Integer ∪ String ∪ List()): → 
2.2. Overlapping instances and specialized representations
The semantics for our language provides a mechanism for allowing overlapping
instances without introducing ambiguity. We introduce a mechanism for introducing
a “default” implementation of an abstract data type, and specialized ground instances
which override this default implementation
new: ∀ : K{new}: 
assign: ∀:∀ : K{assign()}: → Integer→ → ()
sub: ∀:∀ : K{sub()}: → Integer→ 
== : ∀ : K{==}: → → Bool
abstype Array = BoxedArray  with
instance sub: ∀: (Array )→ Integer→  = : : :
instance ==: ∀ : K{==}: (Array )→ (Array )→ Bool = : : :
abstype spec Array Byte = ByteArray with
instance spec sub: (Array Byte)→ Integer→ Byte= · · ·
instance spec == : (Array Byte)→ (Array Byte)→ Bool= · · ·
The idea here is that the default abstype de/nition introduces an abstract type construc-
tor Array, and a default implementation of arrays in terms of boxed arrays. Within this
default abstype de/nition, Array is a type abbreviation (abbreviating BoxedArray);
within the override abstype de/nition, Array Byte is an abbrevation for a built-in im-
plementation ByteArray of arrays of bytes. Within the abstype de/nitions, Array is a
type function de/ned by cases [18]. Only one case of this de/nition is visible in any
one abstype, so that the type de/nition can be treated as an ordinary type abbreviation
within that abstype. Outside these de/nitions, Array is an opaque type constructor. A
semantics for this abstype construct with default and specialized implementations is
provided in Section 6.
All of the operations for arrays are instances of overloaded operations, and over-
lapping instances are a critical ingredient in allowing specialized implementations. For
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example assume equality is initially de/ned for integers, bytes and lists, and we then
de/ne instances for generic arrays, and for integer arrays and byte arrays
K{==} ⊇ Integer ∪ Byte ∪ List(K{==}) ∪ Array(K{==})
∪ Array(Integer) ∪ Array(Byte)
An application of equality to two integer arrays then resolves against the instance of
equality for Array(Integer). The generic equality instance for arrays is overridden
by the de/nition of the speci/c instance for integer arrays.
Consider now if a function uses array equality polymorphically, say over a type
Array(). Then  is constrained by the kind K{==}. In the semantics provided in
Section 5, the use of array equality is compiled to a typerec construct that examines
Array(), and dispatches to the implementation of equality for generic arrays, integer
arrays or byte arrays, based on the instantiation of . For dispatching to specialized
instances, our semantics must combine the passing of “type dictionaries” and type
descriptors as arguments to polymorphic functions.
2.3. Operational semantics
The semantics of OML is based on a translation into an “internal” language XMLTyp,
which is described in Section 4, and the translation into it from OML provided in
Section 5. We give an overview of the translation semantics in this subsection.
The internal language for our semantics, XMLTyp, is a variant of the calculus MLi
[17, 18, 30]. It is an extension of the language XMLdyn introduced by Duggan [15].
XMLTyp is a second-order typed -calculus with type-based computation in the form of
typecase constructs at both the term and type levels. Product types 1 × · · · × n are
useful for the translation from OML to XMLTyp. Products include the 0-ary product,
that we denote by (). Some of the syntax of XMLTyp is given by
e ::= x | x : :e | (e1 e2) | (e1; : : : ; en) | i(e) |  : :e | e[] |
typerec f() of n ⇒ en
 ::=  | t(1; : : : ; n) | (1 → 2) | (1 × · · · × n)

 ::=  | ∀ : :

Besides functions and products, the language includes a typerec construct similar to
the typerec construct in MLi [30]. A more detailed comparison between XML
Typ and
MLi is provided in Section 4.
As an example of the translation of OML into XMLTyp, consider the following code:
K{+} ⊇ Integer ∪ List(K{+})
= :Integer ∪ List()
double = x:x + x
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If double is given type ∀ : K{+}:→ , then the translation of this code is:
double = : : f : (→ → ): x : : (f x x)
At the point where double is de/ned, there is no instance of + for strings. If such
an instance is subsequently de/ned, then double can be applied to strings. This is
done by passing the implementation of + for strings as an implicit extra argument to
double, at the call sites for double within the scope of the de/nition of + for strings.
On the other hand, if double is given the type ∀ : :→ , then the translation of
this code is:
double = : : x : : (F x x)
where F is de/ned to be:
typerec f()
of Integer ⇒ f+,Integer
| List() ⇒ f+,List [] (f [])
This instance of double expects a type descriptor in its type argument. It uses the
recursive function f to recurse over this type descriptor, dispatching to the instances
for + (f+,Integer and f+,List) that exist in the de/nition-site environment for double.
Since all instances that double might dispatch to are known, an optimizing compiler is
free to inline the de/nitions of the instances for +, replacing dispatching based on type
dictionaries (as in Haskell) with dispatching based on type descriptors. In this example,
inlining the generic instance of + for lists with its type argument binds recursive calls
to + in that instance to invocations of f. Inlining the instance of + for lists is not
possible in the previous translation, because not all possible instances are known at
that time.
3. Kinded constrained genericity
In this section we present a formal type system which supports the approach de-
scribed in the previous section. In Section 3.1 we summarize the system of open and
closed kinds. In Section 3.2 we provide a type system based on open and closed kinds.
Appendix A provides a semantics for kinds, while in Appendix B we demonstrate how
programs may be type-checked in this type system.
3.1. A formal system of kinds
The syntax of kinds was presented in Section 2.1. Let OVar denote the set of over-
loaded variables a, and let KVar denote the set of kind variables . The equality and
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;;  ⊆  1⊆ 2
; : = {(:)=} ; :1⊆ :2
; 1 = {1=} ; 2 = {2=}
; 1 = 2
; O⊆ ′
; ⊆  ; t( O)⊆ t(′)
; 1⊆ 2 ; 2⊆ 3
; 1⊆ 3
; ⊆C(!)
;DEFAULTS((a)(O))⊆K{a(O)} ; ⊆!
( : ) ∈  ; O : O ;  :  ; ⊆ ′
;  :  ; t(O) : t( O) ;  : ′
Fig. 1. Equality and ordering rules for kinds.
ordering rules are formulated using judgements of the form
;  1 = 2 Kind equality
;  1 ⊆ 2 Kind inclusion
;   : 2 Kind membership
 is a context of domain kind assertions K{a()}⊇!, while  is a context of type
variable kinds  :  and kind variable bindings ⊆.  is a context of “overload
templates” for overloaded program variables, as explained in the next section.  is in-
cluded in the judgement form in order to reason about the correctness of the translation
of OML into XMLTyp, in Section 5.
Fig. 1 gives equality and ordering rules for kind expressions. The /rst three rules
characterize the  operator as a /xed point operator for closed kinds. For the kinds
used in type-checking, this /xed point operator is guaranteed to produce a unique
/xed point [16], and this is re6ected by the second equality rule for /xed points. The
inclusion rule for /xed points re6ects the fact that kind constructors are monotonic in
all of their arguments. This is in contrast to the case for recursive types, where the
contravariant arrow type constructor requires a weaker inclusion rule for types [3]. The
second-to-last row of Fig. 1 provides rules speci/c to open kinds. The /rst rule makes
use of the global context of kind inequalities = {!a⊆K{a( O)} | a∈ OVar}. (a)(O)
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denotes the instantiation of the domain kind for a with the type vector (O)
(a)(O) = {O=}! if (K{a()} ⊇ !) ∈ 
while DEFAULTS(!) denotes the removal of specialized instances of the domain
kind
DEFAULTS
(⋃{t( O)} ∪⋃{O}) = ⋃{t( O)}:
The idea behind this latter transformation is the following: we assume that specialized
implementations always override existing generic instances. In type-checking, we ignore
the specialized implementations and only type-check using the generic instances. Then
in the translation we insert a typerec that checks if a specialized implementation
should be chosen.
The /nal rule in the second-to-last line of Fig. 1 forms the bridge between open and
closed kinds, and allows an open kind to be “closed up” to a closed kind. This rule
makes use of the following closure operator:
C(!)
def= C(!; {})
C(; L)
def= 
C(t( O!); L)
def= t(C(!; L))
C(⊥; L) def= ⊥
C(⊥; L) def= 
C(!1 ∪ !2; L) def= C(!1; L) ∪ C(!2; L)
C(!1 ∩ !2; L) def= C(!1; L) ∩ C(!2; L)
C(K{a(O)}; L) def=


 if (a( O); ) ∈ L
:C(!; L ∪ {(a(O); )}) otherwise;
where ! = DEFAULTS((a)(O)) and  is “new”
Appendix A provides a semantics for kinds that justi/es the kind equality and inclusion
rules.
3.2. A kinded type system
In this subsection we give a formal de/nition of the type system with open and
closed kinds. We use the expository mini-language introduced in Section 2.1. We name
this language OML, to distinguish it from the evaluation language XMLTyp into which
programs in OML are translated in Section 5.
In forming constraints in polymorphic types, we restrict the form of the kinds de-
scribed in Section 2.1 and formalized in Section 3.1. These restrictions are placed on
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′;;&  e : {O=; =a}a ′;;&  e′ : ′
;;&  (instance spec a : {O=; =a}a = e in e′) : ′
where


(a) = ∀:∀a : K{a()}:a and (a)() = !
FV () = { } and  = t(O; ′) and t ∈ tc(!)
′ =  − {K{a()} ⊇ !} ∪ {K{a()} ⊇ !∪ }
(VAL INSTANCE SPEC)
′;;  : K{a′}; O : K{a(O)};&  e : {t(; O)=a}a
′;;&  e′ : ′
;;&  (instance a : 
 = e in e′) : ′
where


(a) = ∀:∀a : K{a()}:a and (a)() = !

 = ∀ : K{a′}:∀ O : K{a(O)}:{t(; O)=a}a for some a
t =∈ tc(!) and !′ = t( ∩K{a′};K{a(O)})
′ =  − {K{a()} ⊇ !} ∪ {K{a()} ⊇ !∪!′}
(VAL INSTANCE DEFAULT)
Fig. 2. Rules for introducing and scoping overload instance declarations.
types speci/ed for polymorphic types (in the annotated let), and the type inference
algorithm computes polymorphic types satisfying these restrictions. The restricted forms
of kinds are given by
! ::=
⋃
t( ∩K{a′};K{a(O)}) ∪⋃O
!∩ ::=  | K{a(O)} | !∩1 ∩ !∩2
∩ ::=  | ∪ | ∩1 ∪ ∩2
∪ ::= :
⋃
t( ∩ ; )
 ::=  | ∩
! represents the syntax of domain kinds (in the environment K). !∩ describes the
syntax of open kinds that constrain type variables in polymorphic types. ∩ describes
the syntax of closed kinds that constrain type variables in polymorphic types. For the
de/nition of ∪, we require that all of the type constructors t1; : : : ; tm are distinct.
Fig. 2 gives the type rules for the mechanisms of the language presented in Section 2
for introducing and scoping the declarations of instances of overloaded operations. The
type rules are provided using tuples of the form ;;&  e : .  is a context of
domain kinds for overloaded operators, of the form K{a()}⊇!.  is a context of
template types (a : (∀:∀ :K{a()}:a)), one for each overloaded variable a.  is a
context of kind constraints for type variables,  : . & is a mapping from program
variables x to types 
; we denote bindings in & by (x : 
).
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(a) = ∀:∀a :K{a()}:a ; ′ :K{a(O)}
;;&  a : {O=; ′=a}a
(VAL OVAR)
;; O : O;&  e1 : ′
;;&; x : (∀ O : O:′) e2 : 
;;&  let x = e1 in e2 : 
(VAL LET)
&(x)=∀ O : O: ; O : {O= O}
;;&  x : {O= O}
(VAL VAR)
Fig. 3. Type rules for variables and let-de/nitions.
Fig. 3 includes type rules for variables (overloaded and non-overloaded), and for let-
de/nitions. We omit the rules for abstraction, application and the /xed point operator,
which are standard, for lack of space.
The LET rule does not contain restrictions on the constrained variables being
instantiable. Duggan et al. [16] disallow empty kinds (∈⊥). Because of the inter-
action between singleton kinds and closed kinds, there are complications with adapt-
ing these restrictions to the current type system. Consider for example the constraint
∈ List(∩ Integer)∪ Array(∩ Float). There are two substitutions for this con-
straint: {List(Integer)=; Integer=} and {Array(Float)=; Float=}. However the
obvious algorithm for checking for non-emptiness of kinds with such constraints leads
to an exponential blow-up in constraint-solving. In order to keep the type system rela-
tively simple and self-contained, we do not complicate matters by restricting kinds to
be empty. Nevertheless there are subtle interactions between closed kinds and singleton
kinds. For example, the “internal” language XMLTyp presented in the next section has
an equality theory for types. In that type system we can infer
 : ⊥ by assumption
 : Integer; : Float by CON SUBSUMPTION
 =  by CON EQ REFL
Integer = Float by CON EQ SINGLETON, CON EQ TRANS
However such an equality is only derivable in a context where  has the empty kind.
Since evaluation is based on passing run-time type parameters, and there can never
be a type argument of type ⊥, the type system is still sound. A polymorphic closure
where the type parameter is constrained by an empty kind can never be executed, since
there can never be a type inhabiting this kind. 1 For related reasons, we do not prevent
mutually recursive type bounds, for example ∈ List(); ∈ List(). The internal
1 There is an analogous situation in type systems with subtyping, where the expression
if true then 3 else true has type Top, the supertype of all types. Top masks type errors in a similar
way to the kind ⊥ in our type system.
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language presented in the next section abstracts over several variables simultaneously,
in recognition of this.
3.3. Type inference with parameterized type classes
Type inference for OML is described in Appendix B. Consider the example from
Section 2.1:
K{get(1; 2)} ⊇ HashTable(1 ∩K{hash}; 2) ∪ !
Then we have the constraint simpli/cations
HashTable(1; 2) ∈ K{get(1; 2)}
HashTable(1; 2) ∈ HashTable(1 ∩K{hash}; 2) ∪ !
1 ∈ 1 ∩K{hash}; 2 ∈ 2
1 ∈ 1; 1 ∈ K{hash}; 2 ∈ 2
1 = 1; 1 ∈ K{hash}; 2 = 2
As another example, consider type inference with an assignment operation
assign: ∀:∀ : K{assign()}:→ Integer→ → ()
K{assign()} ⊇ Array() ∪ Array(Integer) ∪ Array(Float)
Assume A has type Array(), while x has type . The expression (assign A 0 x)
instantiates the type of assign with type Array()→ Integer→ → (), and gener-
ates the constraint Array() ∈ K{assign()}. Constraint simpli/cation during type
inference replaces this with the constraint
Array() ∈ DEFAULTS(Array() ∪ Array(Integer) ∪ Array(Float))
= Array()
Therefore constraint simpli/cation reveals that  and  should be equated. This example
illustrates why it is useful to ignore default instance types in domain kinds during type
inference. The default instance types are reintroduced by the translation of OML into
XMLTyp.
Let  be the /nal instantiation of  (and ) at the conclusion of type inference. In
the operational semantics provided in the next two sections, this use of the assign
operation is translated to the expression (F A 0 x), where F is the expression
typerec f(Array())
of Array() ⇒ boxedArrayAssign
| Array(Integer) ⇒ intArrayAssign
| Array(Float) ⇒ floatArrayAssign
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If = String (for example), then the default clauses in the typerec are never exe-
cuted. They are inserted by the type-based translation of OML into XMLTyp, based on
the default instance types provided in the domain kind environment .
4. An internal language: XMLtyp
In this section we provide the static and dynamic semantics for an “internal” language
XMLTyp that is the basis for the dynamic semantics of OML. The translation of OML
into XMLTyp is provided in the next section.
The full syntax of XMLTyp is given by
e ::= x | x : 
:e | (e1e2) | (e1; : : : ; en) | i(e) |  O: O:e | e[O] |
(typerec f() of O⇒ Oe) | fix
1→
2 (e)
 ::=  | t(1; : : : ; n) | (1 → 2) | (1 × · · · × n) |
(Typecase  of O⇒ ′)

 ::=  | (
1 → 
2) | ∀ O : O:

We have the following correspondence between judgement forms in OML and
XMLTyp:
Meaning OML XMLTyp
Type membership ;;&  e :  ;&  e : 

Kind membership ;  :    : 
Kind equality ;  = ′  = ′
Kind containment ; ⊆ ′  ⊆ ′
Kind diBerence —  \v
Type equality —  = ′ : 
In XMLTyp, the kind environment  contains constraints of the form ( : ), as well as
constraints of the form (\v). These latter constraints are used in typing the body of a
typerec or Typecase. The type environment & contains bindings of the form (x : 
).
There are no overloaded variables a in XMLTyp, and hence no domain kind environment
 or overload type template environment . The type system for XMLTyp is provided
in Appendix C.
The clauses in the term-level typerec and type-level Typecase have the form:
(t1(1)⇒ ′′1 ) | · · · | (tm(m)⇒ ′′m) | (1 ⇒ ′1) | · · · | (n ⇒ ′1)
where
(i) ti = tj implies i= j; and
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(ii) for any sequence i, the variables in the sequence are distinct; and
(iii) for any i; FV (i)= {∅}.
The types 1; : : : ; n correspond to the override patterns, that are chosen over the other
patterns by the reduction rules when they match the type being analysed. For example
the expression:
typerec f() of List(Integer)⇒ e1 | List()⇒ e2
is given the type
Typecase  of List(Integer)⇒ 1 | List()⇒ 2
where
(i) e1 has type 1; and
(ii) e2 has type 2 in a context binding  to some kind, and also containing the kind
diBerence assertion (List()\List(Integer)). This assertion records that  will
never be instantiated to Integer. Although it is tempting to simplify this to the
assertion \Integer and then incorporate this into the kind of , in general this is
only possible for unary type constructors. An example motivating the use of kind
diBerence assertions is provided in Section 6.
We have the following abbreviation:
(typecase  of n⇒ en)≡ (typerec f() of n⇒ en); f =∈FV (en)
The type equality rules (Fig. 8 in Appendix C) include the CON EQ SINGLETON rule:
If  : , then = . The motivation for this rule is that (closed) kinds  describe
“re/nements” or subsets of the kind  denoting the set of all type expressions. A kind
of the form  denotes a singleton set {}. If ′ : {} and + is a ground instantiation of
′, then it must be the case that +(′)∈{+()}, i.e. that +(′)= +(), justifying the CON
EQ SINGLETON rule. This rule is required for type-checking the translation from OML
to XMLTyp.
The equality rules for the Typecase (Fig. 7 in Appendix C) include the CON EQ
CASE BETA rules for rewriting the Typecase. The /rst BETA rule allows an override
pattern to match against the type being analyzed by the Typecase. The second BETA
rule allows a default pattern to match provided (1) the type being analyzed is a ground
type that does not match any override pattern, or (2) there are kind diBerence asser-
tions in the context that assert that the type being analyzed cannot match any over-
ride pattern. If there are no override patterns, then this second condition is trivially
satis/ed.
In addition we have the parametericity rule CON EQ CASE PARAM: if an override
clause is an instance of a generic clause, and if the domains of those clauses excluding
the override clause already contain the kind of the type argument, then the override
clause can be subsumed by the generic clause. For example,
Assume  : Array() and = Array() ∪ Array(Int):
(Typecase  of Array(
′) ⇒ (Array(′) → Int → ′)
| Array(Int)⇒ (Array(Int) → Int → Int))
= (TypecaseArray()  Array(
′)⇒ (Array(′) → Int → ′))
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We also have an extensionality rule CON EQ CASE ETA, that allows us to reason by
cases about the Typecase. For example,
(TypecaseArray() of Array(
′)⇒ (Array(′) → Int → ′))
= (TypecaseArray() of Array(
′)⇒ (Array(′) → Int → ))
using CON EQ SINGLETON, since ′ : 
=( → Int → ).
The parametericity and extensionality rules are necessary in order to type-check the
translation of OML to XMLTyp. The above reasoning is used in the veri/cation of
Lemma 3 in the next section.
The computation rules of XMLTyp include the CON EQ CASE BETA equality rules
for types, oriented from left to right as rewrite rules, and the following rewrite rules
for terms:
(x : :e1)e2
i→{e2=x}e1
( O : O:e)[O] i→{O= O}e
i(e1; : : : ; en)
i→ ei
fix
1→
2 (e)
i→ e(x : 
1:(fix
1→
2 (e))x)
Type values and values are de/ned by
v ::= t(v1; : : : ; 
v
n) | (v1 → v2) | (v1 × · · · × vn)
v ::= x : :e |  O : O:e | (v1; : : : ; vn)
Type values are ground monotypes in normal form. For the computation rules for the
typerec, assume
C[ ] ≡ typerecf([ ]) of tm(m)⇒ em | n ⇒ e′n
Then we have the computation rules
C[i]
i→{( : :C[])=f}e′i
C[ti(v)]
i→{v=i; ( : :C[])=f}ei provided ti(v) ≡ j for any j
De/ne evaluation contexts for terms and types
E ::= [ ] | (E e) | (v E) | E[] | v[T ] | ( Ov; E; Oe) |
i(E) | (typerec f(T ) of O⇒ Oe)
T ::= [ ] | t(v; T; O) | (v × T × O) | (Typecase T of O⇒ ′)
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Then de/ne e1→ e2 if
(i) e1 ≡ E[e′1], e2 ≡ E[e′2] and e′1 i→ e′2; or
(ii) e1 ≡ E[1], e2 ≡ E[2] and 1 i→ 2.
A similar de/nition can be given for 1−→ 2. e ∗→ e′ denotes the re6exive transitive
closure of −→.
Lemma 1 (Subject reduction).
(i) If   :  and −→ ′; then  ′ : .
(ii) If ;&  e : 
 and e−→ e′; then ;&  e′ : 
.
We conclude with a comparison between XMLTyp and MLi [17, 18, 30]. The impor-
tant diBerences are these:
(i) MLi contains a term construct for recursing over a type, similar to the recursive
typerec in XMLTyp. However the typerec construct of MLi is required to be
primitive recursive, whereas the typerec of XMLTyp is general recursive. Uses
of the typerec in XMLTyp (at least, uses arising from the translation of pro-
grams in OML) are still guaranteed to terminate. However primitive recursion is
too restrictive for the translation of constrained genericity. Consider for example
instances of * de/ned with instance types:
* : Integer → Integer → Integer
* : ∀:Ref() → Ref() → Ref()
* : ∀ : K{*}:List() → List() → List()
* : ∀ : K{+; *}:Matrix() → Matrix() → Matrix()
+ : Integer → Integer → Integer
+ : String → String → String
+ : ∀ : K{+}:Matrix() → Matrix() → Matrix()
These instance types correspond to the domain kinds:
K{∗}⊇ Integer∪ Ref()∪ List(K{∗})∪ Matrix(K{+; ∗})
K{+}⊇ Integer∪ String∪ Matrix(K{+})
The closure of the domain kind for ∗ is:
:Integer∪ Ref()∪ List()∪ Matrix(′:Integer∪ Matrix(′))
A recursive typerec function that walks over this domain kind cannot be expressed
using the typerec construct of MLi . The primitive recursion restriction only al-
lows the de/nition of recursive typecase functions with domain kinds of the form
:t1(; : : : ; )∪ · · · ∪ tn(; : : : ; ).
(ii) MLi also contains a primitive recursive type-level Typerec construct. This is
unnecessary for the translation of OML, so we only incorporate a non-recursive
Typecase construct in XMLTyp. We also add extensionality and parametericity
rules for the Typecase, whereas MLi does not contain such rules.
(iii) We use domain kinds to restrict the domain of the typerec and Typecase con-
structs. In contrast MLi assumes that the typerec and Typerec construct are total
(de/ned for all types). Note that the Typerec construct does not obviate the need
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for domain kinds. For a domain kind of the form :t( O), it is possible using
Typerec to de/ne a type function F such that F()= void (the empty type) if 
contains any type constructor t not contained in the domain kind. For the domain
of + given above, for example, this would give a use of + for 6oats the type
void→ void→ void. This is not as precise as preventing the instantiation of +
in the /rst place.
(iv) Finally, both the typerec and Typecase constructs in XMLTyp incorporate over-
ride patterns.
5. Translation to internal language
In this section we consider the translation from OML into XMLTyp. Given a type
judgement ;;&  e : , de/ne the following translation on types and kinds, where
we assume a collection of term variables {f} indexed by type variables
<= = 
<∀ O : O:′= = ∀ O : O:O→ <′=
where ( O; O)= (< : =)
< : = = (; ())
< : K{an(n)}= = (; ′1 × · · · × ′n)
where (ai)=∀:∀ai :ai
and ′i = {i=; =ai}ai
Assume a collection of term variables {fa;t; fa;; f}a;t;, indexed by overloaded variables
a, type constructors t, ground types  and type variables . Then de/ne
K(;) = {( : )|( : ) ∈  and (; )= < : =}
T(;; ;&) = {(x : <
=)|(x : 
) ∈ & ∪F(;; )}
F(;; ) = {(fa; : {O=; =a}) | (a : (∀:∀a : K{a()}:a)) ∈ ;
(K{a()} ⊇ ! ∪ ) ∈ K; = t(O; : : :)}
∪{(fa;t : (∀ : K{a′}:∀ O : K{a(O)}:{t(; O)=a})) |
(a : (∀:∀a : K{a()}:a)) ∈ ;
(K{a()} ⊇ ! ∪ t( ∩K{a′};K{a(O)})) ∈ }
∪{(f : )|( : ) ∈  and (; ) = < : =}
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K(;) denotes an environment of data algebra variables constructed from a kind
environment in OML. Type variables constrained by open kinds in OML have com-
putational content associated with their translations in XMLTyp (analogous to type dic-
tionaries in the Haskell semantics). F(;; ) denotes a type environment with one
binding for each de/ned instance of an overloaded operation. T(;; ;&) denotes the
type environment in XMLTyp constructed from the environments in OML; it includes
the translations of both F(;; ) and &.
From a derivation for ;;&  e :  in OML, we construct a program e′ in XMLTyp
such that K(;);T(;K; A) e′ : <=. For example, for the overload construct
instance a : (∀ : K{a′}:∀ O : K{a(O)}:{t(; O)=a}) = e1 in e2
The translation of such a term is:
let fa;t = : O:f:f:fix(fa;t:e′1) in e
′
2
where e′i is the translation of ei.
The crucial part of the translation from OML to XMLTyp is the construction of ev-
idence for type containment judgements ;  : . The translation must construct
evidence for the constraints imposed by kinds on types. Such evidence then becomes
explicit parameters in the translation of programs of OML. A simple case of this is
provided in the Haskell semantics, where type classes are translated as “type dictio-
naries” passed at run-time to polymorphic functions. This is almost the case for open
kinds in our type system.
In the Haskell semantics, a source-to-source transformation replaces uses of over-
loaded operations by instances for particular types, instantiated by the evidence required
for type class constraints. In our case, overlapping instances complicate matters, and we
must construct a call-site typecase that /rst checks if the instance being dispatched
is a specialized implementation, before dispatching to the generic instance for a type.
An overload instance de/ned for a variable type  is translated to a type dictionary in
the Haskell semantics, and a similar approach is taken in our approach where the type
variable is constrained by an open kind. However where a type variable is constrained
by a closed kind, a type descriptor is passed as an argument.
Given ;  :  in OML, the evidence for kind membership is represented by the
XMLTyp term e resulting from the execution of the algorithm ;; e realizes  : .
De/ne the following derived judgement form
(; ′) = < : =    :  ;&  e : {=}′
;&  〈; e〉 : < : = (VAL EVIDENCE)
The following invariant summarizes the correctness of the algorithm.
Theorem 2. Given ;; e realizes  : . Then
K(;);F(;;&)  〈; e〉 : < : =:
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We begin with the easy cases for the construction, where no evidence needs to be
constructed (for the cases where the kind upper bound is a closed kind)
;; () realizes  : 
For the case where the upper bound kind is an intersection of open kinds, we build
evidence for each one of the upper bound constraints
;;  ei realizes  : K{ai(i)} for i=1; : : : ; n
;;  (e1; : : : ; en) realizes  : K{ai(1)} ∩ · · · ∩K{an(n)}
For the case where the upper bound kind is the domain of an overloaded operation, and
the type being matched against this bound is a non-variable type, then we construct
a typecase that checks to see if the type being matched has an override instance
de/ned. If such an instance exists, then this is preferred over the generic instance.
For the generic instance, the algorithm recursively constructs evidence for the type
parameters required by the generic instance. Note that the type being matched does
not have to be ground for the override instance to be selected; the type is guaranteed
to be ground at run-time, when the typecase is executed:
(a)(O) = ( ∩K{a′};K{a1(′1)}; : : : ;K{am(′m)}) ∪ t(′′1 ) ∪ · · · ∪ t(′′k ) ∪ !
;;  Oe realizes O : K{a′} ;;  ei realizes i : K{ai(′i)}; i = 1; : : : ; m
;;  e realizes t(O; 1; : : : ; m) : K{a(O)}
where e≡ typecaset(O;1 ;:::;m) t(O; 1; : : : ; m) of
t( O; 1; : : : ; m)⇒fa;t[O] [1] : : : [m] Oe e1 : : : em
| t(′′i )⇒fa;t(′′i ) for i=1; : : : ; k
We consider the well-typedness (in XMLTyp) of the evidence e, and the maintenance
of the type invariant for this step of the algorithm. Let (a)=∀:∀a : K{a()}:a.
Assume by induction that K(;);F(;K) 〈O; Oe〉 : < : K{a′}= and K(;);F
(;K)  〈i; ei〉 : < :K{ai(′i)}=, for i=1; : : : ; m, in XMLTyp. Because of the domain
kind t(O; 1; : : : ; n) on the typecase, we have the context constraint O : O and i : i.
Therefore using CON EQ SINGLETON, we are able to conclude that K(;);F(;K)
〈 O; Oe〉 : < :K{a′}= and K(;);F(;K) 〈i; ei〉 : < :K{ai(′i)}=, for i=1; : : : ; m.
Therefore we conclude that the application
fa;t [O] [1] : : : [m] Oe e1 : : : em
is well-typed. Let:
tc≡ Typecase t(O; 1; : : : ; m) of
t( O; 1; : : : ; m)⇒{ O=; t( O; 1; : : : ; m)=a}a
|t(′′i )⇒{′′′i =; t(′′i )=a}a for i=1; : : : ; k
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where t(′′i )≡ t(′′′i ; : : :). Then using VAL TYPE REC we haveK(;);F(;K) e : tc
Let:
′tc≡ Typecase t(O; 1; : : : ; m) of
t( O; 1; : : : ; m)⇒{ O=; t( O; 1; : : : ; m)=a}a
Then the CON EQ CASE PARAM rule allows us to conclude that tc = ′tc. Then by the
second CON EQ CASE BETA rule, we have ′tc = {O=; t(O; 1; : : : ; m)=a}a. Therefore by
VAL EVIDENCE we conclude K(;);F(;K) 〈t(O; 1; : : : ; m); e〉 : <K{a(O)}=.
For the case where the upper bound kind is the domain of an overloaded operation,
and the type being matched against this bound is a type variable with open kind (the
intersection of the domains of overloaded operations), then we extract the evidence
for the upper bound from the implicit operator parameter corresponding to that type
variable (essentially extracting the evidence from a type dictionary):
() = !1 ∩ · · · ∩ !n !i = K{a(O)}
;;  i(f) realizes  : K{a(O)}
Our type system contains a closure rule that allows containment between a closed kind
and an open kind. In the translation semantics we interpret this using the recursive
typerec of XMLTyp, since the coercion from closed to open kind must in general
take the form of a recursive function that walks over the type description and builds
evidence for the open kind. This recursive function is constructed by rules for the
judgement form ;;;′;L e realizes  :!, where ′ is an environment of type
variable constraints  :  for type variables introduced by patterns in the typerec, and
L is explained below
() =  ;;; { : }; { }  e realizes  : !
;;  e realizes  : !
The correctness of the auxiliary algorithm is given by
Lemma 3. Given ;;;′;L e realizes  :! Let
&′ = {(f : (∀ : :{O=; =a}a)) |
(a(O) → f) ∈ L; (a) = ∀:∀a : K{a()}:a;  = C(K{a(O)})}
Then K(;);F(;K)∪&′  〈; e〉 : < :!=.
The set of mappings L corresponds to an environment of /xed points for the open do-
main kinds for which we are in the process of constructing closure functions (i.e. func-
tions that map from the closure of the domain kind K{a(O)} to the domain kind). The
auxiliary type environment &′ contains the types of all of the functions entered into
the environment L.
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For the auxiliary judgement form ;;;′;L e realizes  :!, we need to repeat
the rule for the case where the upper bound is an intersection of open kinds
;;;′;L  ei realizes  : K{ai(i)} for i = 1; : : : ; n
;;;′;L  (e1; : : : ; en) realizes  : K{a1(1)} ∩ · · · ∩K{an(n)}
The second rule for this auxiliary translation uses a /xed point to construct the trans-
lation, where the appropriate /xed point is available
a(O) ∈ dom(L) L(a(O)) = f
;;  f[] realizes  : K{a(O)}
The core rule for the auxiliary algorithm is applied when no appropriate /xed point is
available in L. This rule constructs a typerec that examines a type variable to build
evidence for an open kind from a type inhabiting the closure of that open kind
(a)(O) = t1(∩K{a′}; !1) ∪ · · · ∪ tm(∩K{a′}; !m)∪ ′1 ∪ · · · ∪ ′n
() =  ⊆ ′ = C(K{a(O)}) L′ = L[a(O) → f]
′ = (:t1(∩ ′′; 1) ∪ · · · ∪ tk(∩ ′′; m) ∪ ′1 ∪ · · · ∪ ′n)
′i = 
′; O : ∩{′=}′′; ′i : {′=}i ;;;′i ;L′  ei realizes O : K{a′}
;;;′i ;L
′  ei realizes ′i : !i
;;;′;L  e realizes  : K{a(O)}
where
e ≡ typerec′ f() of
′j ⇒ fa;′j , j = 1; : : : ; n
| ti( O; O′i)⇒ fa;ti [ O] [′i] e e′i , i = 1; : : : ; m
A(a) = ∀:∀a:a
To consider the well-typedness of the translation, let
tc ≡ Typecase′′  of
′j ⇒ {′′j =; ′j=a}a, where ′j ≡ t(′′j ; : : :), j = 1; : : : ; n
| ti( O; ′i)⇒ { O=; ti( O; ′i)=a}a i = 1; : : : ; m
′tc ≡ Typecase  of
ti( O; ′i)⇒ { O=; ti( O; ′i)=a}a i = 1; : : : ; m
′′tc ≡ Typecase  of
ti( O; ′i)⇒ {O=; ti( O; ′i)=a}a i = 1; : : : ; m
By CON EQ CASE PARAM we have tc = ′tc. By CON EQ SINGLETON we have 
′
tc = 
′′
tc. Then
by CON EQ CASE ETA we have ′′tc = {O=; =a}a. Therefore we haveK(;);F(;K)
 e : {O=; =a}a, so we conclude that K(;);F(;K) 〈; e〉 : < :K{a(O)}=.
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The following example illustrates all of the relevant points. Suppose we have
(∗) = Integer∪ List(K{+; ∗})
(+) = Integer∪ Float∪ List(K{+; ∗})
() = :Integer∪ List()
Then a type derivation for ;;&  + : {=+}+ is translated to
typerec f() of
Integer ⇒ f+;Integer
| Float ⇒ f+;Float
| List() ⇒ f+;List [] (f[],G)
where G is de/ned to be
typerec g() of
Integer ⇒ f∗;Integer
| List() ⇒ f∗;List [] (f[],g[])
Notice that, by the kind constraint on , the second clause in the /rst typerec is
never executed. The type of this typerec is given by
Typecase  of
Integer ⇒ Integer → Integer → Integer
| Float ⇒ Float → Float → Float
| List() ⇒ List() → List() → List()
By the CON EQ CASE ETA type rule, this is equal to → → , which is equal to
{=+}+.
Lemma 4. Given ;  : . Then the translation algorithm ;; e realizes  : 
always terminates; and succeeds with evidence e.
Proof. Termination is guaranteed by the fact that there are only a /nite number of
expressions a(O) that appear in a derivation for ;  : . We verify completeness
by a proof by contradiction: if the algorithm “becomes stuck” because a premise in
one of its rules does not hold, then this contradicts the original statement that the type
containment relationship holds.
The translation from OML to XMLTyp is de/ned by induction on type derivations
in the former. For the most part the translation is straightforward, we concentrate on
the interesting cases, for variables and overloaded symbols:
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(i) We are given a conclusion of the application of the VAR rule
A(x) = ∀n : n:
;  i : {n=n}i for i = 1; : : : ; n
;;&  x : {n=n}
We have successful executions of the evidence construction algorithm with con-
clusions
;;  ei realizes i : {n=n}i
for i=1; : : : ; n, for some e1; : : : ; en. The translation is then the term (x [1] : : : [n]
e1 : : : en).
(ii) We are given a conclusion of the application of the OVAR rule
(a) = ∀:∀a : K{a()}:a ;  ′ : K{a(O)}
;;&  a : {O=; ′=a}a
An execution of the evidence construction algorithm gives the conclusion ;;
e realizes ′ :K{a(O)}: The translation is then the term e.
Theorem 5. Given ;;&  e : ; let e′ be the result of translating this derivation to
XMLTyp. Then K(;K);T(;K; A) e′ : .
We believe that this translation is coherent, in the sense that the translation of the
principal derivation for a program can be specialized to any other translation of the
program. It should be noted that the construction of evidence for type parameters is
de/ned by induction on the kinds of the type variables, not by induction on the deriva-
tion of membership of the type parameters in the type variable kinds, so coherence for
this crucial phase of the translation is trivial. There is a technical diIculty in verify-
ing this conjecture: to do so requires an axiomatization of equality for call-by-value
languages [23]. Since the current account is already lengthy, we do not consider this
issue further.
6. Specialized data representations
Section 2.2 discussed an application of our semantics, reifying specialized represen-
tations of parameterized types to the programmer level. We now give more details of
this mechanism, based on the framework presented in the preceding sections. We as-
sume for simplicity the de/nition of a single abstract data type with a single specialized
representation:
e ::= abstype t1(; O) = t2(; O) with instance a : 
 = e1
spec t1(1; 2) = t3 with spec instance a : ′ = e′1 in e2
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The OML program must satisfy several restrictions:
(i) It should not be possible to de/ne instances of a for t2 and t3.
(ii) If other abstype de/nitions are given, say for a type t′1, then an instance of a
cannot be de/ned for t′1 if either t2 or t3 are used in the de/nition of t
′
1.
Given environments ,  and , with (a)=∀:∀ :K{a()}:a and (K{a()}⊇!)
∈K :
(i) The type 
 should have the form ∀ :K{a′}:∀ O :K{a(′)}:{t1(; O)=a}a. The
term e1 is required to have type {t2(; O)=a}a in the kind environment ;  :
K{a′}; O :K{a(′)}.
(ii) The type ′ should have the form {1=; t1(1; 2)=a}a. The term e′1 is required
to have type {1=; =a}a.
(iii) The term e2 is then required to be typable in an environment with a domain kind
context ′ extending  with the binding for the domain kind of a:
K{a()} ⊇ !∪t1(∩K{a′};K{a(′)})∪t1(1; 2) where (K{a()}⊇!)∈:
For the translation from OML into XMLTyp, for technical reasons we need to retain the
kind constructor t1 in the translation to XML
Typ. Therefore we treat t1 as a de/ned
type constructor in OML, with the de/ning equation
t1() = Typecase t2() of t2(1; 2)⇒ t3 | t2( O)⇒ t2( O)
For example if we have the de/nitions
abstype Array  = BoxedArray  with
instance sub : (∀: Array()→ Integer→ ) = ...
spec Array Integer = IntegerArray with
spec instance sub : Array(Integer)→ Integer→ Integer) = ...
In the translation to OML, the type constructor Array is de/ned by
Array() = Typecase BoxedArray() of
BoxedArray(Integer) ⇒ IntegerArray
| BoxedArray() ⇒ BoxedArray()
Then an expression (sub A 0), where A has type  and  has kind Array(0), is
translated to (F A 0), where F is
typerec f() of
Array(Integer) ⇒ fsub;IntegerArray
| Array() ⇒ fsub;BoxedArray[]
where this expression has type
Typecase  of
Array(Integer) ⇒ Array(Integer)→ Integer→ Integer
| Array() ⇒ Array ()→ Integer→ 
In the /rst clause of the typerec, the expression fsub;IntegerArray has type
IntegerArray→ Integer→ Integer. By the /rst CON EQ CASE BETA rule, and the
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de/nition of Array, we have IntegerArray= Array(Integer). In the second clause
of the typerec, the expression fsub;BoxedArray[] has type BoxedArray()→ Integer
→  in a context containing the kind diBerence assertion Array()\Array(Integer).
By the second CON EQ CASE BETA rule in Fig. C.3 (enabled by this kind diBerence
assertion) we have BoxedArray()= Array(), from which the type of the typerec
expression follows. As before, we have
Typecase  of
Array(Integer) ⇒ Array(Integer) → Integer→ Integer
| Array() ⇒ Array()→ Integer→ 
= Typecase  of
Array() ⇒ Array()→ Integer→ 
= Typecase  of
Array() ⇒ Array()→ Integer→ 0
= → Integer→ 0.
7. Related work
There have been many approaches to constrained genericity. The most prominent
approach has been that of type predicates and Haskell type classes
[25, 38, 37, 32, 12, 26, 31]. Kaes’ original paper [25] used a simple form of kinds, where
a type variable was annotated with overloaded identi/ers indicating that the variable
could only be instantiated with a type permitted by all the speci/ed identi/ers [25].
Kaes’ paper contained many good insights, including the idea of excluding certain
classes of typings from being exported from local overloadings. Kaes’ restriction on
local overloadings could be usefully incorporated into our type system. For example,
f x = let { instance Plus String where (+) = ... } in x + x
In this example, we could require that the type of f be a polymorphic type with
closed kind. This restriction would force the programmer to always choose the static
scope alternative whenever there was an ambiguity with local instance de/nitions.
The bene/t of this reduction in choice would be that let-de/nitions containing local
instance de/nitions would not require explicit type annotations.
The Haskell type system groups operators into classes and incorporates explicit
programmer-de/ned inclusions between classes [20]. Nipkow and Snelting provided
a type-checking algorithm for Haskell classes based on using order-sorted uni/cation
to resolve inclusions between class names [32]. Chen et al. [12] and Nipkow and Pre-
hofer [31] generalized this scheme by constraining type variables by /nite sets of class
names. These approaches bear some similarities to the system of open kinds presented
here. In particular, while the types of polymorphic functions still export type predi-
cates, the discharge rules for these type predicates constrain the corresponding type
variables with the set of available instance types for the operations. Our approach of
open kinds was developed contemporaneously with this other work. A contribution of
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the current work is to relate open kinds and closed kinds, both relying on related /xed
point constructions for their semantics.
Others have suggested implementing type classes by passing type descriptions at run-
time, and having overloaded operations recurse over these type descriptions [36, 18]. It
is instructive to consider the motivation for the latter work, as realized in the TIL opti-
mizing compiler for ML [35]. The latter compiler optimizes polymorphic functions by
inlining them at their uses. This allows for example specialized representations for ar-
rays of integers and 6oats, that can be represented more eIciently than arrays of boxed
elements. Inlining of polymorphic functions in general cannot be done across module
boundaries. Therefore the TIL compiler implements polymorphic functions to use dy-
namic type dispatch to choose from specialized implementations at run-time, based on
the type arguments provided. When a polymorphic function’s de/nition is known, it
can be inlined and the dynamic type dispatching partially evaluated at compile-time.
Separate compilation is exactly the motivation for the type-passing implementation of
polymorphic functions in the TIL compiler.
When we consider the type-passing implementation of type classes, on the other
hand, both the approach of ThattWe [36] and that of Harper and Morrisett [18] are based
on the open world assumption underlying Haskell type classes, and require a global
whole-program analysis for the semantics. Type-based dispatching of an overloaded
operation in one module requires knowledge of all instances of that operation in all
modules. As such these approaches are unrealistic because they do not support sepa-
rate compilation. Although Thatte apparently allows local overloading, in fact his “local
overloading declarations” must be considered as syntactic sugar for global declarations,
because his semantics considers all of the instances declared for an operation in a pro-
gram. Because of this, for example, he cannot have two separate instance declarations
for an operation for the same type, even in separate scopes, because this gives rise to
overlapping instances.
More recently Crary and Weinrich [13] have developed a system LX that extends
MLi . The main extension is that, while 
ML
i is based on a “built-in” collection of
constructors, LX allows the class of constructors to be de/ned by the compiler-writer
as a recursive datatype. Such recursive datatypes are essentially the speci/cation of
recursive kinds, and can be used to specify the domain of both type-level and term-
level functions that use dynamic type dispatch. However their language of kinds is
simpler than that of re/nement kinds; for example kind equality is named rather than
structural and they do not have subkinding. As a consequence although they can specify
the domain of a type class as a kind, they cannot describe the extension of the domain
of a type class using their kind language.
In other work, Jones [24] has considered a compilation scheme for Haskell type
classes which does away with run-time dictionaries. This optimization must be post-
poned till link-time. Since Jones does not have any notion of closed kinds, his approach
cannot be followed in an “open” application environment. Another drawback of Jones’
approach is that it does not support polymorphic functions with “implicit” operator
parameters which are polymorphically recursive (since he generates a diBerent imple-
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mentation of that function for each possible type class dictionary to which it might
be applied). In another paper [15] we demonstrate an approach to dynamic typing
for distributed programming in polymorphic languages which makes essential use of
polymorphic recursion.
8. Conclusions
We have considered a type system for constrained genericity that accommodates both
the “open world assumption” associated with Haskell classes, and the “closed world
assumption.” Type classes with “open” scope obey the usual semantics for Haskell
type classes: a use of an overloaded operation may bind to instances de/ned outside
the current scope, and these instances are then passed as “type dictionaries” to the use
site. We have also considered type classes with “closed” scope; with such classes, a
use of an overloaded operation can only bind to instances de/ned within the current
scope. A polymorphic function that contains a use of a type class with closed scope
uses run-time type descriptions to dispatch to instances within its scope.
We have also considered a facility of overlapping specialized instance types. This
facility has the interesting property that it requires a semantics that combines both
type dictionaries and the passage of type information at run-time. Type dictionaries are
in general necessary when dispatching an instance of a type class with open scope,
passing out-of-scope instances as parameters to the instance being dispatched (as in the
usual Haskell semantics). However run-time type information is also necessary, since
at the use site for a type class, a typecase is constructed to determine if a specialized
instance for a particular ground type should be dispatched.
Appendix A. Semantics of kinds
This semantics provides a denotational semantics for kinds. We denote the set of
all monotypes by Type. We interpret kinds as denoting sets of monotypes. Since kind
expressions contain free kind variables in KVar, the semantic mapping is parameterized
by a mapping  from kind variables to sets of types (()= {} if  =∈ dom()).
K<⊥=+ =
def
{}
K<⊥=+ def= Type
K<=+ def={+()}
K<=+ def= ()
K<t( On)=+
def={t(n) | 1 ∈K<1=+; : : : ; n ∈K<n=<+=}
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K<1 ∪ 2=+ def=K<1=+ ∪K<2=+
K<1 ∩ 2=+ def=K<1=+ ∩K<2=+
K<:=+ def= lfp(F) where
{
F(T ) def=K<=+([ → T ])
lfp(F) def=
⋃∞
i=0 F
i({})
Open kinds may be reduced to closed kinds by replacing open kind expressions of the
form K{a(O)} with kind variables . To make this precise we assume a distinguished
collection of kind variables KOVar= {a(O) | a∈ OVar} ⊆ KVar, one such variable for
each overloaded variable a and sequence of type parameters O, and its complement
KOVar= KVar− KOVar. Then the translation from open to closed kinds is the obvious
homomorphic extension of the following:
(K{a( O)})∗ def= a( O)
We base the semantics for open kinds on the semantics for closed kinds, de/ning
K<!=+ def=K<(!)∗=+
It remains to extend this interpretation to kind contexts , and the equality judgement
; !1 = !2 and ordering ; !1⊆!2. Given a kind context = {K{a( O)} ⊇
!a( O) | a∈ OVar}, de/ne
K<=+ ∈ (KVar→ ˝(Type))→ (KVar→ ˝(Type))
K<=+ def={a(O) →K<DEFAULTS(!a( O))=+ ◦ {O= O}) | a ∈ OVar}
so K<=+ is a functional over semantic kind contexts. We de/ne the semantic va-
lidity of the equality, subkinding and kind membership judgements ; 1⊆ 2,
; 1 = 2 and ;  :  respectively, by
; |= 1 ⊆ 2
⇔ ∀+:∀:((+; ) |=  and K<=+ ⊆ )⇒ (K<1=+ ⊆K<2=+)
K ; |= 1 = 2
⇔ ∀+:∀:((+; ) |=  and K<=+ ⊆ )⇒ (K<1=+ =K<2=+)
; |=  : 
⇔ ∀+:∀:((+; ) |=  and K<=+ ⊆ )⇒ (+() ∈K<=+)
where
(+; ) |= ⇔ ∀( ⊆ ) ∈ :+() ∈K<=+
 ⊆ ′ ⇔ ∀:() ⊆ ′()
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For example, with = {K{+} ⊇ Integer}, we have ; |= Integer ⊆ K{+}; but
not ; |= Float ⊆ K{+}.
Since any /xed point  for K<=+ must satisfy the property that
K<DEFAULTS(!a( O))=(+ ◦ {O= O}) ⊆ (a(O))
for each a, it is perhaps tempting to consider pre-7xed points of K<=+, i.e., contexts
 such that K<=+ ⊆ . Since kinds, and therefore kind contexts, form a complete
lattice, and the functional K<=+ is monotonic, the usual invocation of the Knaster–
Tarski theorem yields that the least such pre-/xed point is the least /xed point. How-
ever reasoning with the least /xed point is not appropriate here, since type variables
constrained by open kinds may escape the scope of instance declarations which extend
the de/nitions of those open kinds. Reasoning using the greatest /xed point is similarly
invalid. In fact the least and greatest /xed points coincide in the semantics for kinds.
This situation is in contrast with F-bounded quanti/cation, where the semantics of the
F-bound constraint  ⊆ F() is expressed in terms of the greatest /xed point, or /nal
coalgebra [8], of the type function F . Whereas an F-bound constraint is understood
in terms of the /nal coalgebra for the operations speci/ed in the object interface, an
open kind is best understood in terms of the initial algebra for the type constructors
in the domain kind. In the latter case the /xed point is left open to further extensions.
To verify the soundness of the last rule, allowing an open kind to be closed up to
a closed kind, de/ne
+∞
def= lfp(K<=+)
Then by induction on /xed points (using reasoning similar to that of [16, Lemma 5:6]),
we have
+∞(a(O)) =K<C(K{a(O)})=+{}
The Knaster–Tarski /xed point theorem gives us that
+∞ =
⋂{ | K<=+ ⊆ }
So if (+; ) |=  and K<=+ ⊆  for any +; , then
K<C(K{a(O)})=+{} = +∞(a(O)) ⊆ (a(O))
for any a(O). So ; |= C(K{a(O)}) ⊆ K{a(O)} for any a, so ; |= C(!) ⊆ !;
for any open kind !, by induction on the structure of ! and using the monotonicity
of the kind constructors. Therefore given ; |=  ⊆ C(!), it is sound to reason that
; |=  ⊆ !.
Appendix B. Type inference and constraint-solving
This appendix describes type inference for OML. The type rules in Figs. 2 and 3
are already close to a type inference algorithm for our mini-language. As usual in
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ML type inference, we augment these rules with non-generic type variables, which are
then constrained by equality and overloading constraints. The algorithm takes as inputs
environments , ,  and &, and an expression e. The algorithm returns as its result
a type  and:
(i) a new environment ′ carrying bindings for newly introduced type variables, and
more restricted kinds for type variables already de/ned in ; and
(ii) a substitution + instantiating some of the free variables.
For an environment = {( : )}, we use \V to denote  − {(; ()) | ∈V},
where − is set diBerence. We give a description of some of the representative cases
in type inference
VAR: Let &(x)=∀ O : O:. Let {} be new type variables (not in the domain of ).
Let += {= O}. Let ′=(;  : +()). Return the triple (′; +; +()).
OVAR: Let (a)=∀:∀a : K{a()}:a. Let {′; ′a} be new type variables. Let
+= {′=; ′a=a}. Let ′=(; ′ : ; ′a : K{a(′)}). Return the triple (′; +; +(a)).
LET: Let (1; +1; 1) be the result of type-checking the let-de/nition e1. De/ne
V0 = FV (1)− (FV (+1(&)) ∪ (FV (1));
Vi+1 = Vi ∪
⋃{(FV1())− (FV (+1(&)) ∪ FV (1\Vi)) |  ∈ Vi};
V∞ =
∞⋃
i=0
Vi:
Let {n}=V∞. Let 
=(∀n :1(n):1). Let (2; +2; 2) be the result of type-
checking the let-body e2 with inputs K , 1\V∞ and (+1(&); x : 
). Return the
triple (2; +2 ◦ +1; 2).
APP: (type-checking the application (e1 e2)). Let (1; +1; 1) be the result of type-
checking e1. Let (2; +2; 2) be the result of type-checking e2 on inputs K; 1,
+1(&). Let  be new, ′2 = (;  :). Let (′; +′) be the result of performing
constraint-solving on {+2(1)= 2→ } ∪ {∈′2() | ∈ dom(′2)}. Return the
triple (′; +′ ◦ +2 ◦ +1; +′()).
The constraint-solving algorithm is presented in Fig. 4, as transitions on pairs (+; 0)
where + is a substitution and 0 a multiset of constraint of the form:
– 1 = 2, an equality constraint solved by uni/cation, and
– ∈ , an overloading constraint, simpli/ed by overload constraint resolution.
The /rst /ve transitions are the Robinson uni/cation algorithm [33]. The next two
transitions generate equality constraints from overloading constraints. These are the
result of type parameters in open kinds, and are similar to transitions in the algorithm
of Chen et al. [12]. The eighth transition removes overloading constraints that are
trivially satis/ed. The ninth transition decomposes an overloading constraint where the
upper bound is a meet into two smaller constraints. The next four transitions unfold an
overloading constraint while matching the outermost type constructor of a non-variable
type with the disjuncts of the kind constraint. The tenth and eleventh transitions unfold
closed and open kinds, respectively. The twelfth and thirteenth transitions attempt to
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(+; 0 ∪ {t1(O)= t2(′)}) ⇒ error if t1 = t2
(+; 0 ∪ {t(O)= t(′)}) ⇒ (+; 0 ∪ {O= ′})
(+; 0 ∪ {= t(O)}) ⇒ error if  ∈ FV (t(O))
(+; 0 ∪ {= t(O)})⇒({t(O)=} ◦ +; {t(O)=}(0)) if  =∈ FV (t(O))
(+; 0 ∪ {= }) ⇒ ({=} ◦ +; {=}0)
(+; 0 ∪ { ∈ K{a(1)};  ∈ K{a(2)}})⇒
(+; 0 ∪ { ∈ K{a(1)}; 1 = 2})
(+; 0 ∪ { ∈ ′}) ⇒ (+; 0 ∪ {= ′})
(+; 0 ∪ { ∈  ∪ }) ⇒ (+; 0)
(+; 0 ∪ { ∈ 1 ∩ 2}) ⇒ (+; 0 ∪ { ∈ 1;  ∈ 2})
(+; 0 ∪ {t(O) ∈ (:)})⇒(+; 0 ∪ {t(O) ∈ ({(:)=})})
(+; 0 ∪ {t(O) ∈ K{a(′)}}) ⇒ (+; 0 ∪ {t(O) ∈ DEFAULTS(K(a)(′))})
(+; 0 ∪ {t(O) ∈ t( O) ∪ }) ⇒ (+; 0 ∪ {O ∈ O})
(+; 0 ∪ {t(O) ∈ (⋃tn(n))}) ⇒ error if t =∈ {t1; : : : ; tn}
(+; 0 ∪ { ∈ K{a(O)}}) ⇒ (+; 0 ∪ { ∈ ⊥}) if  ∈ FV (O)
(+; 0 ∪ { ∈ (: ∪ t( O))}) ⇒ (+; 0 ∪ { ∈ (:)}) if  ∈ FV ( O)
Fig. 4. Constraint-solving algorithm.
match a non-variable type against its upper bound, after any necessary unfolding has
been done. The last two transitions remove upper bounds where a variable occurs
circularly in its own upper bound.
Let ({ }; 0) ∗⇒(+; 0′):
• Let  satisfy the restriction: if (∈ )∈0′, then  is an open kind. De/ne ′()=⋂{ | (∈ )∈0} (recalling that (∈()) is an overloading constraint in the set
0 input to the constraint solver).
• For any  that does not satisfy this restriction, let ′()=C(
⋂{ | (∈ )∈0}).
The result of constraint-solving is the pair (′; +).
De2nition B.1 (Kinded substitution). Given kind context  and kind environments ,
′, then we de/ne the set of kinded substitutions from  to ′ to be the set of
substitutions + such that
(i) dom(+)= dom(),
(ii) (
⋃
∈dom(+)FV (+())) ⊆ dom(′), and
(iii) for all ∈ dom(+), ;′  +()⊆ +(()).
We denote that + is a kinded substitution from  to ′ by +∈1;′; . We de/ne
+1 =;′; +2 if and only if +1; +2 ∈1;
′
; and ∀∈ dom() : +1()= +2().
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De2nition B.2 (Composition of substitutions). Given +1 ∈1;
′
1
;1 ; +2 ∈1
;′2
;2 , with 
′
1
⊆ 2, de/ne their sequential composition +2+1 ∈1;
′
2
;1 to be { → +2(+1())}. Given
+1 ∈1;
′
1
;1 , +2 ∈1
;′2
;2 , with dom(1) ∩ dom(2)= { } and ; ′1() = ′2() for
all ∈ dom(′1) ∩ dom(′2), de/ne their parallel composition (+1; +2)∈1;
′
1∪′2
;1∪2 to be
de/ned by
(+1; +2)()
def=
{
+1() if ∈ dom(+1)
+2() if ∈ dom(+2)
De2nition B.3 (Kinded instance relation). De/ne (; 
) +→ (; 
′) if and only if +∈
1;
′
; , 
=∀ O : O:, 
′=∀ : O:′, and there exists +′ ∈1;
′ ; ⊆ O
; O : O (with variables re-
named apart from those in  and ′ if necessary) such that ′=(+; +′)(). Extend this
to environments: (;;&) +→ (;′;&′) if and only if +∈1;′; , dom(&)= dom(&′)
and ∀x∈ dom(&) : (;&(x)) +→ (;&′(x)).
Theorem B.4 (Soundness of type-checking). Given a kinding context ; a kind envi-
ronment ; -environment & and program e. If the result of type-checking is 〈′; +; 〉;
then +∈1;′; and ;′; +&  e : .
Theorem B.5 (completeness of type-checking). Let kinding context ; kind environ-
ment ; -environment & and program e be given. If there is some environment ′′;
type  and substitution +∈1;′′; such that (;;&)
+→ (;′′;&′′) and
;′′; +&  e : ; then for some type ′; kind environment ′ and substitution +′ ∈
1;
′
; ; there exists a substitution +
′′ ∈1;′′;′ such that the result of type-checking is
〈′; +′; 〉; (;;&) +
′′+′→ (;′′;&′′); and (; ′) +
′′
→ (; ).
The veri/cation of these results is similar to the veri/cation, for closed kinds only,
in [16].
Appendix C. Type system for internal language
This appendix collects the type rules for the internal language XMLTyp. The type
rules for the terms of XMLTyp are given in Fig. 5, and are essentially standard. The
typerec de/nes a recursive polymorphic function f, that recurses over a type descrip-
tion while examining the structure of that type description; this recursive function is
immediately applied to the type description  that is analysed by the typerec. Within
the clauses of the typerec, the local variable f is bound to the /xed point of the
recursively de/ned typerec function. A type-level Typecase is used to type the range
of the term-level typerec, similarly to MLi . Both the typerec and Typecase con-
structs contain domain kind annotations; we omit this annotation for brevity in much
of the sequel.
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;&  x :A(x) (VAL VAR)
;&  e1 : 1 . . . ;&  en : n
;&  (e1; : : : ; en) : (1 × · · · × n)
(VAL PRODUCT)
;&  e : (1 × · · · × n)
;&  ie : i
(VAL SELECT)
;&; x : 
1  e : 
2
;&  (x : 
1:e2) : (
1→ 
2)
(VAL FUN→ )
;&  e1 : 
2→ 
1 ;&  e2 : 
2
;&  (e1 e2) : 
1
(VAL APPL→ )
S; t : (2 : :);&  e : 

;&  ( O : O:e) : (∀ O : O:
) (VAL FUN∀)
;&  e : (∀ O : O:
)  O : O
;&  e[O] : {O= O}
 (VAL APPL∀)
;&  e : (
1→ 
2)→ (
1→ 
2)
;&  fix
1→ 
2 (e) : (
1→ 
2)
(VAL FIX)
= :
⋃
t( O) ∪⋃O   :  &′=&;f : (∀ : :C[])
C[ ] = Typecase [ ] of t()⇒ ′′ | O⇒ ′
C[] : ;  : {=};&′  Oe : ′′ ;&′  e′ : ′
;&  (typerec f() of t()⇒ Oe | O⇒ e′) :C[]
(VAL TYPE REC)
;&  e :   ′ :  = ′ :
;&  e : ′ (VAL EQUAL)
Fig. 5. Type rules for terms of XMLTyp.
The formation rules for types are given in Fig. 6. Fig. 7 gives the equality rules for
the type-level Typecase. Equality rules for types are given in Fig. 8.
The second CON EQ CASE BETA rule in Fig. 7 has the proviso that ′\O, where ′
is the type being analyzed by the Typecase and {O} are the types of the override
patterns. There are two ways that a precondition ′\i can be satis/ed:
(i) There is a kind diBerence assertion ′\i in the context, guaranteeing that ′ can
never be instantiated to a type that is equal to i. This corresponds to Rule CON
DIFF ASSUMPTION in Fig. 8.
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( : )∈
  :  (CON VAR)
 1 : 1 : : :  n : n
 t(1; : : : ; n) : t(1; : : : ; n)
(CON TYCON)
 1 : : : :  n :
 (1 × · · · × n) :
(CON PRODUCT)
=
⋃
t( O) ∪⋃O   :  ;  : O; t()\O ′′ : ′  ′ : ′
 (Typecase  of t()⇒ ′′ | O⇒ ′) : ′
(CON TYPE CASE)
  :   ⊆ ′
  : ′ (CON SUBSUMPTION)
Fig. 6. Formation Rules for Types of XMLTyp
=(Typecase i of t()⇒ ′′ | O⇒ ′) FV (i)= { }   : 
 = ′i : 
(CON EQ CASE BETA)
=(Typecase ti(′′′) of t()⇒ ′′ | O⇒ ′)
  :   ti(′′′)\O
 = {′′′=}′′i : 
(CON EQ CASE BETA)
tc = (Typecase  of ′ ⇒ {′=}cod)
;  :   cod : ′  tc : ′
 tc = {=}cod : ′
(CON EQ CASE ETA)
 tc : ′   : 
tc = (Typecase∪t( O)  of ... | t()⇒ ′ | t(O)⇒ {O=}′)
 tc = (Typecase  of ... | t()⇒ ′) : ′
(CON EQ CASE PARAM)
Fig. 7. Equality rules for type-level typecase of XMLTyp.
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  : 
 =  :  (CON EQ REFL)
 2 = 1 : 
 1 = 2 : 
(CON EQ SYM)
 1 = 2 :   2 = 3 : 
 1 = 3 : 
(CON EQ TRANS)
 1 = ′1 : 1 : : :  n= ′n : n
 t(1; : : : ; n)= t(′1; : : : ; ′n) : t(1; : : : ; n)
(CON EQ TYCON)
 1 = ′1 : : : :  n= ′n :
 (1 × · · · × n)= (′1 × · · · × ′n) :
(CON EQ PRODUCT)
= :
⋃
t( O) ∪⋃O tci =(Typecase i of t()⇒ ′′i | O⇒ ′i)
 1 = 2 :  ;  : O  ′′1 = ′′2 : ′  ′1 = ′2 : ′
 tc1 = tc2 : ′
(CON EQ TYPE CASE)
 1 : 2
 1 = 2 : 2
(CON EQ SINGLETON)
 1 = 2 :   ⊆ ′
 1 = 2 : ′
(CON EQ SUBSUMPTION)
=1; \′; 2
 \′ (CON DIFF ASSUMPTION)
FV ()=FV (′)= { } ⇓ ≡ ′ ⇓
 \′ (CON DIFF GROUND)
Fig. 8. Equality rules for types of XMLTyp.
(ii) ′ is ground and not equal to i. Denote ⇓ to be the normal form of a ground
type  after applying the CON EQ CASE BETA rules (as reduction rules) as long as
possible. This condition is checked in Rule CON DIFF GROUND in Fig. 8. It should
be noted that the ⇓ transformation is only using the beta rules to reduce uses
of Typecase within ′ and i, both subterms of the original Typecase, so the
de/nition is well-founded.
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